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Abstract—Due to the unstable network topology of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), multi-copy routing is often used to increase the reliability of message delivery. However, this routing approach suffers from high buffer and bandwidth overhead. While much work has been done in the design of forwarding algorithms, little work has focused on studying forwarding under the presence of resource constraints such as short contact durations and small buffers. In this paper, we investigate a multi-copy routing strategy and a buffer management policy that maximize the delivery rate in DTNs. We consider a realistic DTN environment with resource constraints, heterogeneous node mobility, and varied message sizes. There are three key issues in DTN routing: (1) to which next hop relay node should messages be replicated, (2) in which order should messages be replicated, and (3) which messages should be dropped first when the buffer is full. We propose to forward a message to a neighboring node that has both a stronger social tie with the destination and a smaller or similar queue length. This aims to reduce traffic at highly connected network nodes, avoiding frequent message drops which compromise the delivery ratio. For the second and third issue, we develop a utility function using global network information to compute per-packet delivery rate utility. Messages are then scheduled and dropped according to their utility values. Extensive simulation results based on the real-world San Francisco cab trace show that our proposed scheme can achieve a delivery rate of up to 22% higher than existing schemes, while still maintaining a comparable average delivery delay. Furthermore, our scheme distributes the network loads more evenly, with the top 10% of network nodes handling only 24% of the forwardings. Keywords—Delay Tolerant Networks; Routing; Relay Selection; Buffer Management; Delivery Rate Optimization



I. I NTRODUCTION Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1] are characterized as sparsely connected, highly partitioned, and intermittently connected ad-hoc networks. In these challenging environments, end-to-end communication paths between node pairs are rarely available. There are many practical applications of DTNs, including wildlife tracking sensor networks [2], peoplenet [3], ocean sensor networks [4], military networks [5], and vehicular ad-hoc networks [6]. To handle the sporadic connectivity of mobile nodes in DTNs, the store-carry-and-forward method is used. That is, messages are temporarily stored and carried by a node until an appropriate communication opportunity with the next relay hop arises. c 2016 IEEE 978-1-5090-2185-7/16/$31.00 



Since DTNs are resource-constrained networks, there are two key issues with DTN routing that must be addressed. First, due to short contact duration [7], [8] and finite bandwidth, not all messages can be exchanged between nodes in a single contact. Thus, it is important to determine which messages (of different sizes) to transmit first in order to maximize the delivery ratio of all messages. Second, under the store-carryand-forward method, messages may be buffered and carried by a node for a considerably long time. This long-term storage need, coupled with multi-copy routing, which is often used to improve the delivery ratio, impose a high storage overhead on mobile nodes. When a node’s buffer is full, message drop prioritization becomes a critical issue as it affects the routing performance. Although works on buffer management have been proposed [9], [10], [11], [12], they lack practicability due to their simple network assumptions. In this work, we develop a message scheduling and drop policy that is suitable for realistic DTNs. The policy is guided by a utility function that is formulated using global network information, and takes into account resource constraints, heterogeneous node mobility, and varied message sizes. Another important dimension in DTN routing is relay selection. Existing works tend to select the next hop node that is the most “popular” or has the highest delivery predictability with the destination [13], [14], [15]. In complex/social networks where connections among nodes follow a fat-tailed distribution (see Fig. 1), this strategy will guide the message toward a few highly connected nodes. Under a constrained buffer and battery capacity, high-degree nodes will become network bottlenecks. As a consequence, messages will be dropped more often and message loss becomes inevitable as the battery power drains quickly. This greatly affects the overall delivery ratio. In this paper, we propose to select relay nodes based on the combination of social-tie delivery probability and queue length control (back pressure control) in order to spread traffic more evenly across the network, and thus avoiding frequent message drops due to congested buffer space at highly-connected nodes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III states our network assumptions. Section IV describes the design of the relay selection and buffer management in detail. Section V presents the experimental results. Section VI concludes the paper and



Fig. 1. A social network graph with a fat-tailed degree distribution.



describes the future work. II. R ELATED W ORK In this section, we review existing works on relay selection and buffer management policies that optimize the message delivery ratio. A. Relay Selection Strategies In DTNs, since node mobility patterns are highly volatile and hard to control, the majority of relay selection strategies have been exploiting the stable social network structure for data forwarding. In [16], nodes are ranked using weighted social information. Messages are forwarded to the most popular nodes (highly-ranked nodes) given that popular nodes are more likely to meet other nodes in the network. The explicit friendships are used to build the social relationships based on their personal communications. SimBetTS [14] uses egocentric centrality and social similarity to forward messages toward the node with the highest centrality, to increase the possibility of finding the optimal carrier to the final destination. BubbleRap [15] combines the observed hierarchy of centrality and observed community structure with explicit labels to select the best forwarding nodes. In [17], social features of each node are extracted, and the node that has more similar social features with the destination is selected as a relay node. Overall, these social-based forwarding strategies rely on a few most “popular” (central) nodes in the network to handle the majority of packet delivery. They work quite well under the assumption of unlimited buffer capacity. However, when constraints on the buffer, battery, and communication bandwidth are assumed, these schemes will suffer frequent packet drops and losses, which will deteriorate the network delivery ratio. In this work, we prevent the traffic from being concentrated at highly popular nodes by using a simple, but effective queue length control technique. Combining queue length control with social tie and social delivery potential, network traffic is spread more evenly across the network, allowing nodes to explore alternative, less congested paths to the final destination. B. Buffer Management Policies Several works have investigated the issues of buffer management and message scheduling in DTNs. Zhang et al. [9]



evaluated simple buffer management policies for Epidemic routing such as Drop Head (drop the oldest packet in the buffer) and Drop Tail (drop the newly received packet). They showed that Drop Head outperforms Drop Tail in terms of both delivery ratio and delay. Lindgren et al. [10] proposed different combinations of message drop and scheduling policies for PROPHET routing [13]. They found that the best combination in terms of delivery and delay is to drop the message that has been forwarded/replicated the largest number of times and to prioritize the transmission of the message with the highest delivery predictability. Erramilli et al. [18] designed a queuing policy for Delegation forwarding [19]. They proposed to drop the message that has been replicated the most (i.e., the message with the highest delegation number) and prioritize the transmission of messages with a low delegation number. However, these works do not consider using global network information such as the number of existing copies of each message in the network and the distribution of pair-wise intercontact times between nodes. The first work that takes into account this information is RAPID [11]. RAPID handles DTN routing as a resource allocation problem that translates the routing metric into per-message utilities, which determine the order in which messages are replicated and dropped under resource constraints. However, RAPID’s utility formulation is suboptimal as it does not take into account nodes’ buffer state. Li et al. [20] introduced a buffer management policy similar to RAPID, but relaxing the assumption that messages have the same size. However, they did not address the message scheduling issue nor provide any experimental results to validate their scheme. Krifa et al. [12] proposed a message drop policy based on per-message utilities. However, the utility is computed under the assumption of homogeneous node mobility in which node pairs have the same meeting rates. Furthermore, the authors also assumed unlimited bandwidth and homogeneous message sizes which are uncommon in practice. Closest to our work is [21], which takes into account limited bandwidth and varied message sizes. However, they still assume homogeneous inter-meeting rate and contact duration rate. Overall, to optimize the global delivery ratio, existing works have focused on designing either relay selection strategies or buffer management policies, but not both. For example, works mentioned in Subsection II-A assume unlimited buffer capacity and bandwidth, thus obviating the need for a buffer management policy. On the other hand, works on buffer management do not address the relay selection issue [11], [20], or simply assume an Epidemic-based forwarding approach [12], [22], [21]. In this work, we carefully address both the relay selection and buffer management issues to maximize the delivery ratio. We also introduce a novel relay selection metric based on the combination of social tie and queue length control, and a utility function considering heterogeneous node mobility and varied message sizes. III. A SSUMPTIONS We assume a DTN network with a finite forwarding bandwidth and storage at each mobile node. Nodes can transfer



messages to each other when they are within communication range. We follow a multi-copy model, in which messages are replicated during a transfer while a copy is retained. We assume destination nodes always have enough storage to accommodate messages that are intended for them. However, this capacity assumption does not apply to intermediate nodes of the message. In addition, we assume short contact duration. This implies that not all messages can be exchanged between nodes within a single contact. We also assume that the intermeeting time is much longer than the contact duration time. Furthermore, messages are assumed to vary in size and are unfragmented. A message is successfully transmitted if the contact duration is greater than or equal to the message size divided by the available communication bandwidth. Otherwise, the message needs to be re-transmitted in its entirety in the next contact. Each message is also associated with a TimeTo-Live (TTL) value. After the TTL expires, the message will be discarded by its source node and intermediate nodes. In addition, nodes are assumed to have homogeneous communication bandwidth of contacts. Lastly, regarding the distribution of inter-meeting time and contact duration between nodes, recent studies suggest that VANET mobility trace follows an exponential distribution [23], [24], whereas human-carried mobile devices show a truncated power-law distribution [25], [26]. In this paper, we will assume an exponentially distributed inter-meeting time and contact duration with rate λ and θ, respectively, and that different node pairs have different intermeeting rates and contact duration rates under heterogeneous node mobility. The real-world San Francisco cab trace used to evaluate our scheme fits best with this assumption. IV. P ROTOCOL D ESIGN In this section, we outline the design of a routing protocol that operates under the presence of short contact durations and finite buffers. We address three key issues: relay selection strategy, message replication prioritization, and message drop prioritization. In addition, we describe the estimation and the use of global network information to derive a utility function that computes a per-message utility value with respect to maximizing the global delivery ratio. A. Relay Selection Strategy A high delivery ratio can be achieved by avoiding the concentration of network traffic at highly-connected nodes. Instead, traffic can be distributed evenly among other nodes which have a comparable delivery probability. 1) Delivery probability metrics: We propose two metrics: social tie and social delivery potential. Social tie describes an interpersonal connection by way of friendship or acquaintance. It is an indicator of future encounter likelihood between two nodes. Although there are many tie strength indicators, the most widely used heuristics in socially-aware networking applications are the recency and frequency of encounters [27]. Two nodes are said to have a strong tie if they have met frequently in the recent past. Social tie is computed using the



history of encounter events. How much each encounter event contributes to the social-tie value is determined by a weighing function F (x), where x is the time span from the encounter event to the current time. Assume that the system time is represented by an integer, and is based on n encounter events of node i. Then, the social-tie value of node i’s relationship with node j at the current time tbase , denoted by Ri (j), is computed as: Ri (j) =



n X



F (tbase − tjk )



(1)



k=1



where F (x) is a weighing function, {tj1 , tj2 , · · · , tjn } are the encounter times when node i met node j, and tj1 < tj2 < · · · < tjn ≤ tbase . The weighing function F (x) essentially reflects the influence of the recency and frequency of encounter events. In order to give more weight to more recent encounter events, F (x) should be a monotonically non-increasing function. A function that satisfies this condition is F (x) = ( 21 )λx , where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The control parameter λ allows a trade-off between recency and frequency in contributing to the socialtie value. As λ approaches 0, frequency contributes more than recency. On the other hand, as λ approaches 1, recency has higher weight than frequency. The social-tie value is solely determined by frequency when λ = 0, and by recency when λ = 1. In our experiments, the value of λ is carefully tuned based on the analysis of the network characteristic and is set to e−4 . Relay selection based on social tie strength follows a simple strategy: a message carrier node i will select an encountered node j as a next relay hop if and only if j has a higher social tie with the destination k than i. That is, the following condition must hold: Rj (k) > Ri (k)



(2)



However, there is one problem with social-tie based relay selection. If node i and its encounters have zero contact with the destination k, meaning that the social tie value with k is 0, then the message can get stuck at node i’s buffer infinitely. This motivates us to come up with a complementary social delivery potential metric. Social delivery potential measures the indirect delivery probability of a node via neighboring nodes, and is simply the aggregate sum of social-tie values with all neighboring nodes. Under this metric, the forwarding condition becomes:  X x∈Nj



Rj (x) >



X



   Ri (x) ∧ Ri (k) + Rj (k) = 0



(3)



x∈Ni



where Ni and Nj are the set of nodes encountered by i and j, respectively. As an optimization, to limit the number of message replicas, the last relay node for social tie and social delivery potential can be maintained. The message will then be replicated to node j if and only if any of the following conditions is met:



  Rj (k) > max Ri (k), Rl1 (k)         o n P P P (y) R (x) > max R (x), R j i l 2   x∈Nj x∈Ni y∈Nl2        ∧ Ri (k) + Rj (k) = 0



- Node-1-id - Message list L1 - Last updated 2me of L1 



(4)



where l1 and l2 are the last relay nodes that satisfy Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, respectively. Eq. 4 ensures that the message will be progressively replicated to a new relay node that is better than the previous relay node and the current carrier node in terms of the delivery probability. 2) Queue length control: The heuristic from Subsection IV-A still biases toward highly-connected nodes, and thus does not address the load balancing problem. To spread the traffic across different nodes in order to eliminate buffer congestion that causes frequent packet drops, we propose a queue length control mechanism such that nodes can only forward packets to nodes of similar or smaller queue length. That is, a congested node is allowed to forward packets to a less congested node, but not the other way around. The intuition behind this scheme is as follows: The queue length reflects a node’s connectivity. A highly connected node tends to receive lots of packets, and thus its queue length grows larger than others. By requiring nodes to forward packets only to nodes of similar or smaller queue length, we can effectively divert traffic away from congested nodes, while allowing nodes to explore alternative, less congested paths. Over time, as packets flow out of congested nodes, their queue length becomes smaller, and the control mechanism will dynamically enable the traffic to flow into these nodes again. As we will show in Section V, this queue length control strategy results in a more balanced load distribution, which helps improve the delivery ratio when there is a constraint on the buffer capacity. With queue length control, node i will forward a message intended for k to j if any of the following conditions is met:        Rj (k) > max Ri (k), Rl1 (k) ∧ Qj ≤ Qi         n P o P P R (x) > max R (x), R (y)  j i l2   x∈Ni y∈Nl2  x∈Nj         ∧ Ri (k) + Rj (k) = 0 ∧ Qj ≤ Qi



(5)



where Qi and Qj are the queue lengths of node i and j, respectively. B. Buffer Management Policy Under the presence of short contact durations and finite buffers, the issues of transmission prioritization and message drop prioritization become as important as relay selection. In this subsection, we study how the order in which messages are scheduled and dropped affects the global delivery rate. Specifically, we derive a per-message utility that captures the marginal value of a message copy with respect to maximizing the delivery rate.



- Message-1-id - T1 - TTL1 - λ1,d1 - θ1,d1 



- Node-2-id - Message list L2 - Last updated 2me of L2 



Fig. 2. Data structure to keep track of nodes and messages.



1) Global Network State Estimation: To study the impact of scheduling and dropping a particular message i with respect to the delivery rate, it is important to know the following global network state information: (1) {λ1,di , λ2,di , · · · , λn,di } - the encounter rates between nodes who possess replicas of message i and the destination of message i, and (2) {θ1,di , θ2,di , · · · , θn,di } - the contact duration rates between nodes who possess replicas of message i and the destination of message i. For convenience, we summarize the notations used in this section in Table I. These parameters are used as inputs to compute the per-message utility. Nodes gather the global network state as follows. Each node maintains a list of network nodes that are learned through either direct contacts or contact exchanges with other nodes. Each node also maintains the following metadata information for each network node k: • Node k ID. • List of messages that are in the buffer of node k. • Last updated time of the message list. In addition, the following metadata per message i is maintained: • Message i ID. • Elapsed time: Ti . • Initial Time to Live: T T Li . • Encounter rate between node k and the destination of message i: λk,di . • Contact duration rate between node k and the destination of message i: θk,di . Fig. 2 summarizes the data structure used to maintain the metadata information. When nodes encounter each other, they record their partner’s node ID and the message list. They also exchange and merge the list of metadata information of other nodes (owned by their partner) and their message records. Nodes keep the message list with the most recent “last updated time” and discard the older one. Through this process, nodes will obtain global knowledge of the network state. Global parameters {λ1,di , · · · , λn,di } and {θ1,di , · · · , θn,di } can then be collected by examining the metadata of message i for each node in the node list. Due to propagation delay, global network information collected through node encounters may become obsolete by the time it is used to compute the delivery rate utility. However,



TABLE I. Notations



Pn a) 0 < k=1 Xk < Ri : This event ensures that message i will not expire before the nth meeting. More precisely, the condition should be:



K(t)



Number of unique messages in the network at time t



T T Li



Initial Time To Live of message i



Ti



Elapsed time since the creation of message i



Ri



Remaining lifetime of message i, (Ri T T Li − Ti )



wi



Size of message i



B



Homogeneous communication bandwidth between two nodes



Hi



Contact duration time required for a successful transmission of message i, (Hi = wi /B)



ni (Ti )



Number of copies of message i after elapsed time Ti



Xk



Random variable denoting the kth inter-meeting time for any node which contains a copy of message i with its destination



Yk



Random variable denoting the kth contact duration time for any node which contains a copy of message i with its destination



λi



Average inter-meeting rate between nodes who possess Preplicas of message i and its destination, λi = k∈ni (Ti ) λk,di /ni (Ti )



The proof of Theorem 1 is shown in Appendix A. By Theorem 1, P the sum of n inter-meeting time random varin ables Sn = k=1 Xk is gamma distributed with parameters (α = n, β = λi ). Since n ≥ 1, the distribution of Sn is an Erlang distribution [28], which has the following cumulative distribution function (CDF):



θi



Average contact duration rate between nodes who possess replicas of message i and its desP tination, θi = k∈ni (Ti ) θk,di /ni (Ti )



n−1 n   X X (λi Ri )k −λ R e i i P 0< Xk < Ri = 1 − k!



=



as noted by [11], which also uses imperfect network-wide information (e.g. the encounter rates between nodes that possess replicas of the message and the destination of the message) collected through node encounters to compute per-message utilities, this inaccurate information is sufficient to enhance the routing performance with respect to a given optimization metric. Furthermore, it outperforms existing schemes that do not use any extra information of the network. Our experimental results in Section V further confirm these observations. 2) Delivery Rate Utility Computation: We aim to derive a per-message utility function that leverages global information to compute the marginal utility value of a copy of message i with respect to maximizing the global delivery ratio. As stated earlier in Section III, a message i is successfully transmitted in the kth meeting if and only if Yk ≥ Hi . Otherwise, message i needs to be re-transmitted in its entirety in the next contact. The probability that message i has not been successfully delivered to its destination until the nth meeting is: 



Pi (n) = P 0 



n X



n X



n−1 X



Xk +



k=1



Yk < R i



(8)



k=1



However, since we assume Xk  Yk , we can simplify Eq. 8 by dropping the Yk component. To compute the probability of the event, we use the following theorem: Theorem 1: Let X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) exponential random variables with Pn parameter λ > 0. Then, the sum Sn = k=1 Xk is a gamma random variable with parameters (α = n, β = λ)



k=1



(9)



k=0



b) (0 < Y1 < Hi , · · · , 0 < Yn−1 < Hi ): This event states that the contact duration during the 1st, 2nd, · · · , (n − 1)th meeting with the destination of message i is less than Hi . Thus, message i fails to be transmitted during the first n − 1 meetings. Since Hi > 0 and Y1 , · · · , Yn are i.i.d exponential random variables with parameter θi , then:  P 0 < Y1 < Hi , · · · , 0 < Yn−1  < Hi  = P 0 < Y1 < Hi · · · P 0 < Yn−1 < Hi (10)



= (1 − e−θi Hi ) · · · (1 − e−θi Hi ) = (1 − e−θi Hi )n−1



c) Yn ≥ Hi : This event ensures that the duration of the nth meeting with the destination of message i lasts long enough for the entire message to be successfully transmitted. The complimentary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of Yn can be computed as:   P Yn ≥ Hi = 1 − P Yn < Hi = 1 − (1 − e−θi Hi )



Xk < Ri , (6)



k=1



(0 < Y1 < Hi , · · · , 0 < Yn−1 < Hi ), Yn ≥ Hi



n   X Pi (n) = P 0 < Xk < Ri



(7) 



· P 0 < Y1 < Hi , · · · , 0 < Yn−1 < Hi · P Yn ≥ Hi







Next, we will explain the three components of Pi (n) and show how to compute each of them.



(11)



−θi Hi



=e







Since Xk and Yk are independent, Eq. 6 can be re-written as:



k=1



0



Combining the results from Eq. 9, 10, and 11, Eq. 7 can be rewritten as:



Pi (n) =



 n−1 X (λi Ri )k −λ R  1− e i i k! k=0



−θi Hi n−1



· 1−e



(12) −θi Hi



·e



Then, the probability for successfully transmitting message i is:



Pi =



∞ X



Pi (n)



(13)



n=1



As shown in Appendix B, Pi can be simplified to: Pi = 1 − e−λi Ri −θi Hi



∞  X



1 − e−θi Hi



n=1



X (λi Ri )k n−1 n−1 k!



 (14)



Utility function: Based on Pi , we can now derive a utility function for the global delivery rate. The contribution of message i to the global delivery rate is: ni (Ti )



(16)



k=1



We then differentiate Ci with respect to ni (Ti ) to identify the local optimal policy that maximizes the improvement in Ci : ∂Ci = Pi ∂ni (Ti )



(17)



Then, we discretize ∂Ci and replace it with ∆Ci : ∆Ci = Pi · ∆ni (Ti ) ( =



1 − e−λi Ri −θi Hi



∞  X



1 − e−θi Hi



k=0



(λi Ri )k k!



(18)



) · ∆ni (Ti )



(21)



k=0



• •



A set of messages Z which includes i) the newly-arrived message, ii) a set of non-source messages E in the buffer, and iii) a set of source messages F in the buffer. Each message i has a size wi and a utility value Ui computed using Eq. 21. The buffer size of node B is fixed and is denoted as WB .



Since not all messages from set Z can fit into node B’s buffer, B needs to determine which messages to put in its buffer so that the total message size is less than or equal to WB , and the total utility value is as large as possible. This problem takes the form of a typical 0-1 knapsack problem, and can be formulated as follows: Maximize



Subject to



Let DR denote the global delivery rate for all messages. Then, K(t)



X







∆Ci



(19)



i=1



A forwarding or dropping decision should aim to maximize the improvement in DR, that is to maximize the increase of ∆DR. In Eq. 18, ∆ni (Ti ) takes on the following values:   −1 if drop message i from the buffer ∆ni (Ti ) = 0 if not drop message i from the buffer  +1 if store the newly-received message i



|Z| X



Ui xi



i=1



= (1 + Ui ) · ∆ni (Ti )



∆DR =



X (λi Ri )k n−1 n−1 k!



n−1



n=1 n−1 X



1 − e−θi Hi



3) Scheduling and Drop Policy: Suppose that node A and B encounter each other, and node A has a set of messages MA for which B is the best relay node (see Subsection IVA for the relay selection strategy). Then, the best scheduling policy for node A is to replicate messages in MA to node B in decreasing order of their utilities. Since node B’s remaining buffer capacity may not be enough to accommodate incoming messages from the set MA , B will need to make drop decisions. Node B takes the following inputs: •



Pi = ni (Ti ) · Pi



∞  X n=1



  e−λi Ri −θi Hi (1−e−θi Hi )λi Ri e − 1 ≤ Pi ≤ 1 − e−θi Hi   (15) −θi Hi e (1−e−θi Hi )λi Ri e − 1 1 − e−θi Hi



X



Ui = −e−λi Ri −θi Hi



k=0



Appendix C further presents the lower and upper bound for Pi :



Ci =



Thus, to maximize the increase of ∆DR, we should choose the one with the largest value of Ui . Therefore, Ui represents the per-message utility value with respect to maximizing the global delivery rate.



(20)



If a node drops an already existing message i from its buffer, then ∆Ci = −(1 + Ui ). Thus, to maximize the increase of ∆DR, we should drop the one with the smallest value of Ui . Similarly, if a node accepts and stores the newly-received message i from its encounter node (i.e., if the encounter node replicates message i to the current node), then ∆Ci = 1 + Ui .



|Z| X



(22) wi xi ≤ WB and xi ∈ {0, 1}



i=1



Here, xi indicates whether message i is included in the buffer, and |Z| represents the cardinality of set Z. Eq. 22 can then be solved using dynamic programming, and has a time complexity of O(|Z| · WB ). Messages that are not included in the knapsack packing solution will be dropped by node B. To further optimize the delivery ratio, we impose an additional constraint that prevents node B from discarding its own source messages. This ensures that at least one copy of each message stays in the network until a message’s TTL expires. Eq. 22 can then be revised as follows: |Z−F |



Maximize



X



Ui xi



i=1 |Z−F |



Subject to



X i=1



w i x i ≤ WB −



|F | X k=1



(23) wk and xi ∈ {0, 1}
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of different combinations of relay selection strategies and buffer management policies.



V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed relay selection and buffer management strategy in a packetlevel simulation, using a real-world mobility trace. We first describe the simulation setup, followed by the metrics used and the results. A. Simulation Setup We implement the proposed routing protocol using the NS3.19 network simulator. To obtain meaningful results, we use the real-life mobility trace of San Francisco’s taxi cabs. This data set consists of GPS coordinates of 483 cabs, collected over a period of three consecutive weeks. For our studies, we select an NS-3 compatible trace file from downtown San Francisco (area dimensions: 5,700m x 6,600m) with 116 cabs, tracked over a period of one hour [29]. Vehicles advertise Hello messages every 100ms [30]. The broadcast range of each vehicle is fixed to 300m, which is typical in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) setting [31]. We assume nodes have a homogeneous buffer capacity, which is increased from 10MB to 35MB for different simulations. Each node initially has five source messages in its buffer. The size of a message is selected arbitrarily from 0.5MB, 1MB, 1.5MB, and 2MB. Each message is intended for a random destination node in the network. Furthermore, we assume that each message has an infinite TTL by setting the TTL to a large enough value to ensure that the message is delivered to its destination before the TTL expires. For statistical convergence, the results reported in this section are averaged from 20 simulation runs. We evaluate the following relay selection strategies and buffer management policies. Relay selection strategies: • PROPHET [13] selects relay nodes with higher delivery predictability to the destination, ignorant of the buffer state of the relay. The delivery predictability is inferred using the past history of encounter events. In our simulations, we use the same parameters as specified by the authors in [13]. That is, {Pinit , β, γ} = {0.75, 0.25, 0.98}. • Load-Balanced (our proposed metric) selects relay nodes based on a combination of social tie, social delivery



potential, and queue length. Buffer management policies: • GRTRSort-MOFO [10] combines GRTRSort forwarding strategy with MOFO (Most Forwarded) drop policy. GRTRSort replicates messages in descending order of the delivery predictability difference to the destination between the encounter node and the current carrier of the message. MOFO drops the message that has been replicated the largest number of times first. • Utility (our proposed metric) replicates messages in decreasing order of their utilities, and drops messages (among the buffered messages and the newly arrived message) that do not satisfy the knapsack packing solution. The combination of the above relay selection and buffer management policies results in the following schemes: (1) PROPHET/GRTRSort-MOFO, (2) PROPHET/Utility, (3) Load-Balanced/GRTRSort-MOFO, and (4) LoadBalanced/Utility. B. Evaluation Metrics We use the following metrics for evaluation: • Delivery ratio: the proportion of messages that have been delivered out of the total messages created. • Average delay: the average interval of time for each message to be delivered from the source to the destination. • Load distribution: the distribution of the total number of forwardings across all network nodes. C. Comparative Results Fig. 3 compares the delivery ratio among the schemes. Load-Balanced/Utility has the highest delivery ratio of around 83% after one hour of simulation. PROPHET/Utility and Load-Balanced/GRTRSort-MOFO have a very similar performance. At low buffer sizes, buffer congestion happens more frequently at high-degree nodes under the PROPHET relay selection strategy. Although Utility-based drop policy can selectively drop less “valuable” messages to improve the delivery rate, the result shows that re-distributing the traffic over less congested paths when the buffer size is tight has a greater effect than using a superior drop strategy to cope with buffer congestion. When the buffer capacity is abundant,



load balancing reduces the frequency of message drops by a lesser extent. A good message scheduling policy helps boost the delivery rate. This explains the higher delivery ratio of PROPHET/Utility compared to the Load-Balanced/GRTRSortMOFO at high buffer sizes. Lastly, PROPHET/GRTRSortMOFO has the lowest delivery ratio, with a performance gap of about 22% compared to Load-Balanced/Utility. In terms of the average delay as shown in Fig. 3b, PROPHET/Utility has a slightly better delay than LoadBalanced/Utility. While load-balanced relay selection improves the delivery rate by eliminating buffer congestion, it may take a longer route to deliver messages, thus resulting in an increase in the delay. However, Load-Balanced/Utility still performs better than the other two schemes. It successfully delivers a message by 8% and 16% less time than PROPHET/GRTRSort-MOFO and Load-Balanced/GRTRSortMOFO, respectively. Lastly, the load distribution is compared in Fig. 3c. Since the relay selection policy is a major factor in deciding the distribution of network load, we compare Load-Balanced against PROPHET and assume the use of Utility-based buffer management for both schemes. The result shows that LoadBalanced has the best load distribution with the top 10% of network nodes handling 24% of packet forwardings. This is significantly better than 43% for PROPHET. VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK In this paper, we addressed the issue of DTN routing and buffer management under resource constraints to optimize the message delivery rate. Since heuristic-based forwarding biases toward highly-connected nodes, causing buffer congestion and frequent message drops, which diminishes the delivery ratio, we propose an alternative relay selection strategy based on both social tie and queue length. The effect of queue length control is to divert traffic away from congested nodes, and allow nodes to explore alternative, less congested paths to the final destination. Furthermore, we derived a utility function using global network information to compute the marginal value of a message copy with respect to maximizing the delivery ratio. Messages are then scheduled according to their utility values. When buffer congestion occurs, messages are dropped based on the knapsack packing solution. Experimental results show that our proposed scheme Load-Balanced/Utility can achieve a delivery rate of up to 22% higher than existing schemes, while still maintaining a comparable average delivery delay. Furthermore, our scheme has a much better load distribution with the top 10% of network nodes handling only 24% of the forwardings, compared to 43% for PROPHET/Utility. In future work, we plan to derive a per-message utility function under a truncated power-law distribution of intermeeting time and contact duration. This model can be applied to mobility traces that feature human-carried mobile devices. R EFERENCES [1] K. Fall, “A delay-tolerant network architecture for challenged internets,” in Proceedings of the 2003 conference on Applications, technologies, architectures, and protocols for computer communications, 2003.
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A PPENDIX A. Proof of Theorem 1 Before proving the theorem, it is useful to know the following properties: • An exponential random variable gives the waiting time for the first success in a Poisson process. Thus, its probability density function (PDF) is: f (t) = λe−λt , t ≥ 0



(24)



•



A gamma random variable with parameters (α = n, β = λ) is the waiting time for the nth success in a Poisson process. Thus, its PDF is: f (t) = λe−λt



(λt) , t≥0 (n − 1)!
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B. Pi Expression Simplification
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Note that 1 − e is in the form of a geometric series with r = 1−e−θi Hi . Since |r| < 1, the series converges, and its sum is: ∞ X n=1
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where x = λi Ri . By the Taylor’s theorem, the (n − 1)th order Taylor polynomial and its remainder term in the Lagrange form are given by: n−1 X k=0



(λi Ri )k eξ + (λi Ri )n = eλi Ri , ξ ∈ [0, λi Ri ] k! n!
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Plugging Eq. 35 into Eq.31, we obtain: ∞  X
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Since the first and second sigma sum have the form of a geometric series and a Maclaurin series (Eq. 33), respectively, Eq. 36 can be further simplified to:
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This shows that Sn+1 is a gamma variable with parameters (α = n + 1, β = λ). Thus, the theorem holds for n + 1 independent exponential random variables. This completes the proof of the inductive step. Conclusion: By the principle of induction, the theorem holds for all n ∈ Z+ .
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Above, we use the following Maclaurin series:
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Thus, we have:



fSn (y) · fxn+1 (a − y)dy Z
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First, we observe that:



n



Let A = Sn + Xn+1 . Then, A has the distribution: fSn +Xn+1 (a) =







k=0



Let Xn+1 be an exponential random variable independent of those in Sn and with the same distribution. We need to show that the sum Sn+1 = Sn + Xn+1 has the distribution:
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C. Derivation of the Lower and Upper Bound for Pi
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We prove the theorem by induction. Basis: S1 = X1 is a single exponential random variable. Thus, it is a gamma random variable with parameters (α = 1, β = λ). Inductive step: Suppose that the sum Sn of n i.i.d exponential random variables with probability p ∈ (0, 1) has the distribution: fSn (t) = λe−λt
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Plugging Eq. 30 into Eq. 29, we obtain the final form of Pi :
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Since ξ ∈ [0, λi Ri ], then we can obtain the following lower and upper bound for Pi :   e−λi Ri −θi Hi (1−e−θi Hi )λi Ri e − 1 ≤ Pi ≤ 1 − e−θi Hi   (38) e−θi Hi (1−e−θi Hi )λi Ri e − 1 1 − e−θi Hi
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